
 Upcoming     Christmas     Panto 
 Question     Of     The     Week 

 Peter     Pan     Christmas     Panto 

 This     Christmas,     Inclusion     College     is 
 presenting     a     Christmas     Panto     based 
 upon     the     classic     story     of     Peter     Pan. 

 Here     are     the     details     on     the     release 
 date:     it     will     premiere     on     Tuesday     the 
 13th     of     December 

 How     would     you     describe     the     show? 
 “It     was     the     story     of     Peter     Pan     retold     in     a     unique     Inclusion     style: 
 with     lots     of     comedy     and     lots     of     fights.” 

 What     did     you     enjoy     most     about     filming? 
 “Seeing     everybody     enjoying     themselves     and     performing     to     such     a 
 high     standard.     Remembering     their     lines     and     acting     so     well. 

 Do     you     have     any     future     productions     planned? 
 “Yes!     In     discussion     as     we     speak.     We’re     thinking     of     a     horror/thriller 
 set     in     the     woods     on     a     camping     trip     for     the     next     one.     But     any     other 
 ideas     are     more     than     welcome! 

 Interview     with     Anna     Moores 

 If     you     could     go     back     to     any 
 point     in     time,     when     would     you 

 go     and     why? 

 “The     ‘60s,     to     experience     the     incredible 

 creative     and     artistic     expansion     that 

 occurred     during     that     decade”     (MC) 

 “Early     ‘90s     before     phones,     it     was     a 

 simpler     time”     (AE) 

 “1985.     To     be     in     the     crowd     of     the     Live     Aid 

 Concert     to     see     Queen     live.”     (NN) 

 “I’d     go     to     the     past     and     punish     the     abusers 

 I     encountered”     (BA) 

 “1945,     to     shoot     Hitler     before     he     could     kill 

 himself”     (M) 

 “Back     to     being     19,     to     reconsider     some 

 decisions     I     made”     (JH) 

 “When     I     was     one,     so     I     didn’t     have     any 

 problems”     (ZB) 

 “2500     BC,     to     witness     Ancient     Egypt” 

 (JCM) 

 “I’m     happy     with     where     I     am     now”     (LiJ) 

 “The     Gregorian     Era     with     the     powdered 

 wigs     so     I     could     wear     tights     and 

 pantaloons”     (JS-N) 

 “Reading     Festival     1992,     for     the     vibes“ 

 (JN) 

 Upcoming     events     at     the     College 

 ❖  Christmas     Panto,     December     13th 
 ❖  Inclusion     Christmas     Lunch     December     13th 
 ❖  March     2023     is     the     sponsored     walk     for     the     10th     Anniversary. 

 Question     For     Next     Week 
 If     you     could     listen     in     on     any 
 room     in     the     world,     which     room 

 would     it     be? 
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 Made     this     week     in     the     Inclusion     Kitchen:  Ingredients 

 Cupcakes 

 Heat     your     oven     to     180ºC/160ºC     fan     and     line     a 
 mu�n     tray     with     12     cases. 

 Beat     the     unsalted     butter     with     the     caster     sugar/light 
 brown     sugar     until     fluffy. 

 Add     the     eggs,     self-raising     flour,     cocoa     powder     and 
 orange     zest     (and     orange     extract     if     using)     to     the 
 unsalted     butter/sugar     mix     until     well     combined. 

 If     the     mixture     is     too     stiff     you     can     add     1     tbsp     whole 
 milk     at     a     time     to     get     a     smooth     light     consistency. 

 Split     the     mixture     evenly     into     your     baking     cups,     then     bake     in     the     oven     for     15-20     minutes,     or 
 until     a     skewer     poked     into     one     of     the     cakes     comes     out     clean     and     they     are     springy     to     touch. 

 Leave     to     cool     fully     on     a     cooling     rack! 

 Chocolate     Buttercream     Frosting 

 Beat     the     unsalted     butter     with     an     electric     mixer     for     a     couple     of     minutes     to     loosen. 

 Gradually     beat     in     the     icing     sugar     until     well     combined,     then     add     the     cocoa     powder     and     orange 
 extract     and     beat     for     5     minutes     until     a     silky     lovely     buttercream     texture     is     produced.     If     the 
 mixture     is     a     little     stiff,     add     one     tbsp     milk     at     a     time     till     you     reach     the     consistency     you     want! 

 Cupcakes 
 175     g     unsalted     butter 
 175     g     caster     sugar/light     brown     sugar 
 3     large     eggs 
 135     g     self     raising     flour 
 40     g     cocoa     powder 
 Zest     of     one     large     orange 
 1/4     tsp     orange     extract     (optional) 
 1-3     tbsp     whole     milk 

 Chocolate     Buttercream     Frosting 
 175     g     unsalted     butter     (room 
 temperature) 
 320     g     icing     sugar 
 30g     cocoa     powder 
 1/4     tsp     orange     extract 
 1-3     tbsp     milk 
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 Inclusion     Pet     Update 
 Student     and     Staff     Pets 
 Facts. 

 Carlos     shed     his     skin     last     week,     so     is     back     to     being     a 
 vibrant     yellow     colour     and     much     more     happy     than 
 before. 

 Gibbs     the     Crested     Gecko     is     doing     well.     He     has     some 
 very     big     locusts     in     his     enclosure     with     him     he     also 
 enjoys     his     new     special     reptile     jelly     pots. 

 There     is     now     only     one     new     fishlet     left     since     the     9th 
 edition.     The     older     fishlet     is     getting     big     and     is     almost 
 always     out     with     the     big     fish     looking     for     food.     We     have 
 had     no     fish     fatalities     this     past     2     weeks. 

 The     4     giant     african     land     snails     are     happy     and 
 growing     really     well.     They     have     almost     finished     their 
 cuttlebone     and     are     still     really     enjoying     their     cucumber.     They     also     have     a 
 special     powder     that     mixes     with     water     to     make     a     paste     which     they     seem     to 
 enjoy     most     of     the     flavours     we     have     bought.     . 

 Pet     Gallery 

 Seven     Dinner 
 Smudge     -     JMC  Alfie     -     JMC  Poppy     -     ZB 

 LJ’s     nine     cats 
 ●  Mr     Tips 
 ●  Smudge     -     named     for 

 dragging     himself     across 
 the     floor 

 ●  Pepper 
 ●  Gissy 
 ●  Smoky 
 ●  Tipsy     -     named     for 

 drinking     dads     alcohol 
 ●  Orange     -     has     orange 

 eyes 
 ●  Twilight-     black     with 

 pearl     blue     eyes 
 ●  Shambles 

 They     are     all     rescues,     5     of     them 
 were     dropped     off     at     the     house 
 by     an     anonymous     stranger,     in     a 
 basket     which     said     Help     ME.     We 
 found     out     afterwards     that     the 
 kittens     were     all     from     a     different 
 litter. 

 TickTock     Croc 
 -     Jane     H 
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 . 

 Christma�     Artwor�     Showcas�  Bonus     Christmas     Art 
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 Weekly     video     game     discussion:     Mincraftia  Minecraft     tips     for 
 beginners 

 What     is     Minecraft; 
 Minecraft     was     created     in     2011     by     Mojang     studios 
 Minecraft     is     a     three-dimensional     survival     world     where     players     break     various     kinds     of     blocks 
 learning     the     different     materials     of     different     terrains,     exploring     the     world     building     anything     you 
 like     out     of     the     materials     you     have     explored.     There     is     also     a     creative     option     where     rather     than 
 surviving     throughout     the     game     you     already     have     everything     available,     and     the     possibilities     are 
 endless     with     what     you     can     make     without     the     stresses     nor     pressure     of     trying     to     survive     and     fight 
 off     monsters     you     encounter     or     trying     to     find     di�cult     materials     to     make     the     ultimate     weapon     or 
 whatever     you     like. 
 Minecraft     is     also     a     cross-platform     game     meaning     you     can     play     on     consoles     such     as     Xbox,     PS3 
 or     PS4     also     the     best     platform     PC     and     phone     and     tablet     you     can     also     play     with     your     friends     no 
 matter     what     you're     playing     on,     although     it     can     be     quite     complicated     to     set     up     it     is     entirely 
 possible     and     is     incredibly     fun. 

 What     Minecraft     means     to     me; 
 Minecraft     came     out     in     2011     I     was     a     child     then,     during     my     childhood     things     were     hard,     and     my 
 mental     health     suffered     a     lot     minecraft     became     an     escape     for     me     and     many     other     children 
 playing     this     silly     block     game     learning     about     different     materials     and     what     they     can     be     used     for 
 was     oddly     very     soothing     most     children     need     an     escape     from     school     and     the     stress     of     living 
 minecraft     allowed     not     only     playing     by     yourself     but     also     your     friends     my     personal     favourite 
 method     of     playing     Minecraft. 
 Minecraft     means     a     lot     to     me,     I     played     it     when     it     came     out,     and     I     still     play     it     to     this     day     as     an 
 adult     as     I     grew     throughout     life     so     did     minecraft,     although     it     does     sound     sappy     the     game     for 
 many     of     us     is     a     very     nostalgic     game,     although     I     can't     remember     my     childhood     I     can     still 
 remember     little     memories     of     playing     Minecraft     I     think     really     did     enjoy     it 
 Why     I     recommend     playing     minecraft; 

 Why     I     recommend     playing     Minecraft 
 If     you     have     the     time     and     money     like     all     games     I     recommend     giving     it     a     try     if     it     interests     you! 
 What's     convenient     about     minecraft     is     when     you     buy     it     you     do     not     have     to     purchase     anything 
 else     as     everything     is     already     packed     into     the     game     ready     for     you     to     have     a     good     experience 
 and     all     major     updates     are     free,     and     you     will     be     notified     when     there     will     be     an     update,     although 
 there     is     a     thing     called     mods     where     you     can     get     pre-made     maps     to     venture     which     does     cost 
 money     but     isn't     very     necessary     unless     you     want     to     do     something     like     that.     You     can     also     purchase 
 character     skins     (which     is     what     your     characters     essentially     looks     like     the     default     skin     is     Minecraft 
 Steve)     but     you     can     freely     download     a     skin     online     rather     than     spending     money     or     just     use     the 
 already     existing     default     Minecraft     Steve     skin     which     you     have     immediately     when     you     buy     the 
 game,     but     customisation     is     always     available     free     online     but     can     be     a     little     complicated     to 
 download,     but     the     end     result     is     always     satisfying     you     can     also     create     your     very     own     customized 
 skin     on     free     apps     which     can     be     very     fun     to     have     your     own     completely     unique     skin,     or     you     can 
 upload     it     to     a     skin     app     where     Minecraft     gamers     create     skins     and     download     them     for     people 
 anywhere     to     use     it's     a     lot     like     Instagram     for     Minecraft     skins     its     really     interesting     and     fun     to     see 
 what     people     have     created     I'd     say     in     itself     is     an     art     form. 

 Minecraft     is     so     unique,     and     I     have     seen     some     truly     amazing     things     built     in     this     game     from 
 incredible     cities,     kingdoms,     real     life     places     that     have     been     identically     made,     whole     worlds     from 
 video     games     and     movies     that     have     been     exactly     recreated,     The     list     goes     on. 
 It's     fun     to     set     your     mind     to     something     in     minecraft,     whether     that's     to     tame     a     horse     or     to     build     a 
 house,     the     possibilities     are     endless. 

 We     also     have     a     Minecraft     server     in     this     college.     If     you     would     like     to     join,     please     talk     to     Steph,     a 
 student     here! 

 Credit:     Written     by     BA 

 1.     The     first     thing     to     make     in 

 Minecraft     is     a     crafting     table.     You 

 can     make     one     by     harvesting     wood 

 from     a     tree.     Making     a     crafting     table 

 will     allow     you     to     craft     many 

 different     things. 

 2.      At     night     monsters     will     appear 

 and     attack,     It     is     best     to     focus     on 

 survival     and     building     something,     so 

 you     are     sheltered     until     morning 

 3.     You     can     make     a     bed     to     sleep     at 

 night.     To     do     this,     you     need     to     shear 

 or     kill     a     few     sheep     for     their     wool. 

 You     will     also     need     to     collect     3 

 wooden     planks     from     a     tree 

 4.     The     first     tool     you     should     make     is 

 a     pickaxe,     this     will     allow     you     to     mine 

 stone     and     craft     better     tools. 

 5.     Monsters     will     only     appear     in     dark 

 places,     so     you     can     use     torches     or 

 other     light     sources     to     prevent     this. 
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 Media     Showcase  Song     Submission 

 Movie 

 Title:     The     Grand     Budapest     Hotel 

 Genre:     Indie     film,     Adventure, 
 Crime 

 Year     of     Release:     2014 

 Critic     Score:  ★★★★ 

 Description: 
 A  writer  encounters  the  owner  of  an 
 ageing  high-class  hotel,  who  tells  him  of 
 his  early  years  serving  as  a  lobby  boy  in 
 the  hotel's  glorious  years  under  an 
 exceptional     concierge. 

 Series 

 Title:     Peep     Show 

 Genre:     Sitcom,     Comedy 

 Number     of     seasons:     9 

 Year     of     release:     2003 

 Critic     Score:  ★★★★ 

 Description: 
 Mark  and  Jez  are  a  couple  of 
 twenty-something  roommates  who  have 
 nothing  in  common  -  except  for  the  fact 
 that  their  lives  are  anything  but  normal. 
 Mayhem  ensues  as  the  pair  strive  to 
 cope     with     day-to-day     life. 

 Nirvana     Heart-Shaped     Box 

 Year     of     Release:     1993 

 Genre:     Grunge 

 Comment: 
 This     song     is     rumoured     to     be 
 about     Kurt     Cobain’s     Widow. 

 Camel     -     Rhyader 

 Year     of     Release:     1975 

 Genre:     Progressive     Rock 

 Comment: 
 The     album     is     based     on     Paul 
 Gallico's     novella     The     Snow 

 Goose. 


